
PIO Report

Content
• Mission & Members of PIO Office
• Public Information: Press Release, Filming, Social Media
• Public Outreach: Engagement with Communities
• Facility Tour
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Hideaki Fujiwara
Public Information Officer/Scientist



Mission Statement
• “Public Information and Outreach (PIO) Office at Subaru 

Telescope continues to create awareness in the world-wide 
community through programs that share the information and 
the inspiration, while being sensitive to the issues in the 
diverse community, and having in mind that the long standing 
support of the pubic is an essential key for the stable 
operation of our organization.” 

• Three Types of Activities
– Public Information: Press Release, Introduction of Observatory’s 

Activities
– Public Outreach: Engagement with communities, Education
– Facility Tour
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Members
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Manager
Nakajima

Public Outreach
Kakazu

Tour Guide
Murai

Public Information
Fujiwara
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In Loving Memory
Charles Kahulilani Makanui, Sr.

September 5, 1931 - March 14, 2018

Forever
in our hearts

Diane Ley, coun-
ty Research and 
Development director, 
said some of the funds 
will be used to hire a 
temporary staff and con-
sultants to help with plan-
ning efforts. Currently, 
county administrators are 
trying to lead recovery 
planning on top of their 
normal responsibilities.

Ley said a framework 
for a recovery team 
will soon be presented 
to Kim for approval.

“As soon as we have 
that done, we will come 
back and share that with 
the council as well as 
the county,” she said.

Wednesday’s dis-
cussion occurred while 

the council deliberated 
on passing resolutions 
and bills authorizing 
the acceptance of the 
funds. All of them 
were approved.

Hilo Councilwoman 
Sue Lee Loy said she’d 
like to see a plan for 
how to spend the funds 
before the council 
votes on the bills again 
during second reading.

Council members 
also said they’d like to 
know more about how 
the county is going to 
spend the rest of the 
money appropriated 
by Ige, which includes 
$10 million for disaster 
response and $12 million 
for disaster recovery.

So far, the county 
has spent $7.4 million 
of the money granted 
by Ige, Finance Director 
Deanna Sako told the 
Tribune-Herald.

HB 1180 requires the 
county administration 
to report monthly on 
how it is spending the 
$60 million in grants 
and loans, and council 
members expressed an 
interest in oversight. Kim 
said he’d welcome it.

“I’ll agree to any 
kind of oversight or 
control,” he said.

“I know we have 
to get better and more 
specific, and as soon 
as possible have spe-
cific programs. And 

we will do that.”
During testimony, 

several eruption survi-
vors urged the council to 
make sure recovery funds 
are spent in lower Puna, 
where more than 700 
homes were destroyed, 
including, according to 
the county, more than 
200 primary residences.

“I’m asking you, as 
overseers of this money, 
to make sure lava disaster 
folks receive the benefit 
of that money,” Nancy 
Seifers, who has a home 
in the isolated kipuka 
off Highway 132, told 
the council members.

Email Tom Callis at 
tcallis@hawaiitribune-
herald.com.
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the cost for full resto-
ration, if those are deter-
mined to be feasible.

A temporary road 
over the Highway 132 
alignment could cost 
from $1.2 million to $1.4 
million, based on the cost 
of the Highway 137 tem-
porary road, Yamamoto 
said. However, he said 
estimates go as high as 
$2 million because the 
lava flows are thicker 
on Highway 132.

The county wouldn’t 
remove the entire flow, 
only grade what it 
needs to, but the ter-
rain is expected to be 
more challenging on 
Highway 132, which 
could inflate the cost.

Full restoration of 
the highway could cost 
$40 million to $50 mil-
lion, Yamamoto said.

While the alternative 
study isn’t complete, 
he said the county is 

moving ahead, assum-
ing it gets a favorable 
recommendation on 
restoring road access.

“We’re preparing 
as though it’s going 
(ahead),” Yamamoto 
said. “We’re just being 
prepared to go for-
ward with actually 
restoring the road.”

In addition to 
Highway 132, the county 
roughly estimated other 
lava-inundated roads 

would cost $170 million 
to restore. Funding for 
other roads falls under 
FEMA’s jurisdiction.

Puna Geothermal 
Venture, which restored 
road access to its site 
off Highway 132, is 
planning a community 
meeting later this month 
to discuss road access 
through its location.

Email Tom Callis at 
tcallis@hawaiitribune-
herald.com.
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Planes changed for Hawaii routes

By CAMERON MICULKA
West Hawaii Today

KAILUA-KONA — Two 
airlines confirmed to have 
used Boeing 737 Max air-
craft to fly to Ellison Onizuka 
Kona International Airport at 
Keahole said they’re making 
arrangements to minimize 
disruptions following federal 
regulators’ decision to ground 
the planes nationwide.

More than 40 countries 
already announced groundings 
of the aircraft, according to a 
report by Bloomberg, coming 
amid safety concerns following 
a crash Sunday in Ethiopia 
that killed everyone aboard.

The Federal Aviation 
Administration said Wednesday 
it made the decision to ground 
Boeing 737 Max aircraft 
operated by U.S. airlines or 
in U.S. territory as a result of 
“new evidence collected at the 
site and analyzed today.” The 
grounding will remain in effect 
“pending further investigation” 
to include a review of the air-
craft’s flight data recorders 
and cockpit voice recorders.

In a message to Hawaii 
Visitors and Convention Bureau 
members, director of member-
ship Karen Wataru Nakaoka 
said the grounding will affect a 
total of 59,040 seats on flights 

to the state throughout March.
While that number wasn’t 

broken down island-by-is-
land, the list of impacted 
flights included three Kona 
routes on two airlines: Air 
Canada’s Kona-Vancouver 
flights and United Airlines’ 
Kona-Los Angeles and Kona-
San Francisco routes.

Air Canada said it’s mak-
ing scheduling adjustments to 
minimize disruption, including 
optimizing the remainder of 
its fleet and exploring alterna-
tives such as accommodating 
customers on other airlines.

Starting Wednesday, the 
company made arrangements 
that include rescheduling wide 
body aircraft to serve Hawaii.

As schedule changes are 
finalized, customers whose 
flight times or numbers 
change should get an emailed 
update. That information is 
also available for custom-
ers in the company’s app.

Customers also can contact 
Air Canada call centers, and 
the company has a rebook-
ing policy, space permitting, 
without any added fees 
for affected customers.

In a statement, United said 
it will ground its 737 Max air-
craft, 14 in all, which account 
for about 40 flights a day.

Between spare aircraft and 
rebooking customers, the com-
pany said, it doesn’t expect a 
significant operational impact.

In a follow-up tweet, the 
company said customers don’t 
need to cancel and rebook 
themselves as the company 
will swap aircraft or automat-
ically rebook customers.

Bloomberg reported 
Wednesday that in addition 
to United Airlines, American 
Airlines and Southwest 
Airlines also operate 
Boeing 737 Max aircraft.

American Airlines, which 
has 24 Max 8 aircraft in its 

fleet, said it doesn’t fly the 
Max 8 aircraft to Hawaii.

Southwest Airlines, which 
said it removed its 34 Max 8 
aircraft from scheduled ser-
vice, told West Hawaii Today 
the company would be oper-
ating a 737-800 to Hawaii.

While Canadian airline 
WestJet’s Kahului-Calgary 
route was included on the 
Hawaii Visitors and Convention 
Bureau’s list of impacted routes, 
that list didn’t appear to include 
any Kona-bound WestJet routes. 
An article published Wednesday 
by the Toronto Star made ref-
erence to a Vancouver-Kona 
flight on a 737 Max 8 that was 
canceled in accordance with an 
order by Canada’s government.

As of Wednesday after-
noon, the soonest flights 
available indicate they’ll use 
Boeing 737-800 aircraft.

That company said in a 
statement it has a total of 13 
Max aircraft in its fleet.

Neither Hawaiian Airlines 
nor Alaska Airlines lists 
Boeing 737 Max aircraft 
among their respective fleets.

Bloomberg reported that 
Canada’s transport minister 
said satellites tracked the 
Ethiopian Airlines flight that 
crashed minutes after takeoff 
near Addis Ababa and point to 
possible “similarities” with a 
Lion Air crash off the coast of 
Indonesia at the end of October 
that also involved a Max 8.

President Donald Trump is 
quoted in the report as telling 
reporters that he spoke with the 
U.S. Transportation Secretary, 
FAA’s acting administrator 
and Boeing’s chief executive 
before deciding to ground 737 
Max 8 and Max 9 planes.

“Our hearts go out to all of 
those who lost loved ones, to 
their friends, to families, in both 
Ethiopian and Lion Airlines 
crashes that involved the 737 
Max aircraft,” Trump is quoted 
as saying in the report. “It’s a 
terrible, terrible thing. Boeing 
is an incredible company. They 
are working very, very hard 
right now, and hopefully they 
will very quickly come up with 
the answer but until they do 
the planes are grounded and 
you will be hearing from the 
FAA directly in a little while.”

Boeing in a statement said 
it “continues to have full con-
fidence in the safety of the 737 
Max,” but said it supports sus-
pending operations of its global 
fleet of 737 Max aircraft “out 
of an abundance of caution.”

Email Cameron Miculka at 
cmiculka@westhawaiitoday.com.

Associated Press

An Air Canada Boeing 737 Max 8 aircraft is parked next to a gate Wednesday at Trudeau Airport 
in Montreal.

Airlines adjust
in response to 
FAA requirement 
post-Ethiopia crash

Police: Ocean View man missing
Tribune-Herald staff

Big Island police 
are seeking the public’s 
assistance with locat-
ing a 20-year-
old Ka‘u man 
who is wanted 
on a bench war-
rant for missing 
a Feb. 6 court 
appearance.

Matt Albius 
of Ocean View was 
last seen in Hilo 
on Jan. 29, which 
also is the date he 
was released from 
Hawaii Community 
Correctional Center 

on a trespassing 
and disorderly con-
duct conviction.

Police say he has 
been reported missing.

Albius is 
described as 5 
feet 10 inch-
es tall, 180 
pounds, with a 
medium build, 
black hair and 
brown eyes.

Anyone with infor-
mation about his 
whereabouts is asked 
to call the police 
nonemergency line at 
935-3311 or Crime 
Stoppers at 961-8300.

Setting the record straight
● Larkin Correia’s 

last name was mis-
spelled in a front 
page article in 
Wednesday’s edition. 
The Tribune-Herald 
regrets the error.

The Hawaii 

Tribune-Herald 
believes in cor-
recting its errors. 
To report an error, 
call Editor David 
Bock at 930-7323. 
Corrections will 
appear in this space.

ALBIUS

83 supermassive black holes 
discovered by Subaru astronomers

By MICHAEL BRESTOVANSKY
Hawaii Tribune-Herald

Astronomers at the Subaru 
Telescope on Maunakea discov-
ered 83 supermassive black holes 
billions of light-years from Earth.

The black holes, each sur-
rounded by an extremely 
luminous disc of gas and dust 
called a quasar, are all about 
13 billion light years away.

One of the quasars is the sec-
ond most distant quasar ever 
discovered, said Subaru public 
outreach specialist Yuko Kakazu.

The most distant quasar was 
discovered in 2017 by astrono-
mers at the Max Planck Institute 
for Astronomy, which was one 
of several institutions involved 

in the Subaru discovery.
Kakazu said the team of 48 

astronomers, led by Yoshiki 
Matsuoka from Ehime University 
in Matsuyama, Japan, used the 
Subaru Telescope’s wide-field 
Hyper Suprime-Cam to cap-
ture images of a wide swath of 
the sky during a period of five 
years. Based on those imag-
es, astronomers selected star-
like points of light as possible 
quasars and subjected them 
to a spectroscopic analysis.

Of the more than 100 quasar 
candidates, 83 were determined 
to be quasars, which Kakazu 
said represents the largest sam-
ple of quasars discovered.

Because of the quasars’ extreme 
distance from Earth, the light 

detected by the telescope is itself 
billions of years old, originating 
from a point in time less than 1 
billion years after the Big Bang.

The discovery of such ear-
ly-universe objects provides valu-
able insight into the history of the 
universe. Kakazu said the number 
of quasars discovered indicates 
that there might have been fewer 
quasars in the early universe than 
previously thought, casting some 
doubt on a theory about quasars 
role in shaping the young universe.

“The quasars we discovered 
will be an interesting subject for 
further follow-up observations 
with current and future facilities,” 
said Matsuoka in a statement.

Email Michael Brestovansky at 
mbrestovansky@hawaiitribune-herald.com.
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Special Events in 2019
• Hosted/Sponsored special events

– Enhance engagement with local 
community

• Tanabata Star Festival at ‘ Imiloa
– Celebrating Subaru’s 20th 

Anniversary
– Co-hosted, co-sponsored with TMT-J 

and local organizations
– Many volunteers from the 

observatory and local community
– >2000 participants 

• 20th Anniv. Event at Base Facility
• Hawaii Explorations Expo
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Facility Tour
• Public Tour at Summit Facility since 2004

– The 1st MK observatory that started guided tour for the public 
– For free, but reservation is required via website 
– >10000 people visited

9

• Also accept groups of 
researchers, engineers, 
educators, as special 
tours

• Kama‘aina Observatory 
Experience
– Joint facility tour program 

on MK for local people
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Contact

• Email: pr_inquiry@naoj.org

• Website: https://subarutelescope.org

• Twitter: @SubaruTelescope (in Japanese)
• Facebook: “Subaru Telescope Hawaii 

Outreach” (in English), “National Astronomical 
Observatory of Japan” (in English), “国⽴天⽂
台” (in Japanese)
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